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Book by Halliwell, R

I originally found this game through sheer chance, browsing through the used section of a game

store. I had heard of WFRP but never really looked into it.I was drawn in by the cheesy but

awesome cover art. I've always loved GW art and this was no exception- how many other RPGs

have not one, but TWO different mohawks on the front cover? As I started to read through it, I found

some clunky mechanics, but there is a lot to love about this game.The setting has changed a lot

since 1986, but in a lot of ways I prefer the version presented here. It leaves a lot to the GM to fill in

the blanks, so if you want every single little village and hamlet detailed, this won't deliver that. What

it will deliver is brutal and truly fear-inspiring critical hits, harsh but fair rules, an old-school

preference for grit, random chance, and deadliness, and a unique and fun method of character

advancement that goes beyond simple classes and archetypes and really helps define your

character.

The description of the condition did not do the book justice! It is in great condition and looks better



than my copy did in the 90's before I traded it off. My grandmother had purchased this for me and

having it again is a really great way to remember the good times with her. I had forgotten how much

art and other neat things were in it!

Warhammer fantasy is one of the best fantasy rpg's out there. The book was not in the condition

indicated when I bought it but I contacted the seller Greshambooks and they had a satisfactory

resolution within twenty four hours. I will definitely do business with them again.

I used to play this back in the day. It is still a great book.

Great condition! Wonderful world and perfect item. This is a must have for anyone that loves to play

fastansy roleplay games! Fast shipping and excellent book! Thank you!

This is just what i needed for a great gaming experience at my table. I would highly suggest this to

any table top gamer.

This game gives a twist to the typical player stereotypes and gets people out of their comfort areas

but in an enjoyable way.

Warhammer Fantasy is awesome, I love the fact that all you need is this one book. No need for

anything else. Some will say that their isn't much magic in this book but it's warhammer. I already

owned a paper back version.There is just so much to say that I know I can't properly get my point

across without writing a 10 page essay on this.This is my fall back to system, I love this game, all

the people I've played with love the D10 system.It's worth checking out, and there are tons of videos

on the web showing game play and reviews on this game.And since this is a hardcover version I

know you are hear to buy this because you love it.
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